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INTRODUCTION

1

This paper is meant to compare four rural adult education project-

use media as an important component. We will try to describe each pro-iet, in

some detail, giving special attention to the following characteristics:

objectives; organization; selection and recruitmentof supervisors, morr-trv3rs

and participants; use of communication media; feedbaCk and evaluation systemisp

.impact (insofar as evidence is availahme.) and constraints. Such an

should provide the reader with a general understanding of how each syste

operates and its.strong and weak points within its own context. Equal/-

important-for the reader is the judgment of whether the variety of alomm,,otnitm

represented here has anything to offer other. countries who are facing sight2.4ar

problems in rural adult education.

A more specific purpose of the paper is to provide decision-makers Fyn

the Ivory Coast with a brief analysis of their own Extra-Scolaire proyzct

alcang with three other approaches to. adult education (from Tanzania, (.

males and the Dominican Republic). Such an,-analysis should help them 1- -tom

; .

their own efforts in the light of.evaluation eVidence-on.theirown an r
.-

cases.
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I. AdultIE..,:bcation, mar development and the-Role of the State

7t^e presenta=um-: =hat follow below suggest that the four cases all

waw in same- sense- That_ts, they reach nural audiences of various sizes with

meiOated-tessages. e».r,oit discussion, promote learning .F.amd_ provide a starting

poibm:far ri taii,,n by listening groups. All of these systems nen

comsazdeladolv ttlgir effectiveness by a series of ananges th-,t will

become obvious free r /la:discussion. This --.nprovement affoo, the internal

effn==ency t tie amr-<;;Tanciation/informat:_on systems. Whit f124,2rEsts us

here A= the .3 5i4.n- ns dErbis paper, however, is to undem..z,.,AnA% .1=__the external

efficbency c r :oc: l'te:refit might be for these. rural arliva:ogbz,..,catron projects.

This,hoggests reloquestion of how the projects funz-ta:Q:i within the

cone s= of -multi-les. We may ask the question why, e-Tc-,ciaLly within

the lmat ten, ars, zzuntries have begun to pay special ateention to adult

edur nn forr:the r_xal mat..ses and often with the help of -pass communication?

''counter as politiz.Lly distinct as Tanzania, with a socialist government,

and to Ivcr, Coast that has adopted an' explicitly statE capitalist model

have both gpxteld for mass media systems that are in many ways very similar.

-e * common Link, what might it be?'

The sour cases discussed here which might be temmed not merely

ede ..on brat education/information/communication systAmm,SEIC), are focused

esamk. con the rural areas of their countries. The contention of this

paper 3 that the extension of EIC's, especially to rural areas, cannot be

landerft...:odas chance occurences but rath!,r needs to be unek,zstood in the light

of the 3=ction of "state-intervention" (Goussault, 1976). r: is a characteristic

of most third world countries that the state intervenes henrily in'the planning

And tha.emcution of development projeCts. This intervention is not limited to



the usual technical or economic assistance. and_:_nvestment nor on? -zo the

social services but is at --he same time both political and:ideoloal. The

logic of this action is not difficult to follow_

_All of f-7he four comes in our sample The Dominican Repub.-c,

Guatemala, IvA2s2.Coast and Tanzania) have a .A.gnificant proportion -If their

population in-mral areas. These-populations often form a majorit7-_and are

usually the mie-xtrity with tCe 1,-1.-,ist benefits flowing from economic cammth.

In mans ,lot: 1.-ass, economic grcazn depends on the improvement of pro activity

of the _IL areas, especiall_. in the modern growth centers where effort or

market=- -.u; are concentrated In addition, there is an urgent need to

improme-thE conomic_viability of the large traditional areas which are

becom _g whose off as the modF.-.7-, areas improve. As the population increases

in tritioz,,31 areas, a large nd larger surplus population 'is pushed out

tower" oiti-3 where employme is scarce, and large marginal populations work

in th, ninfarmal" economy an .iresent more directly political problems for

the ate. Rural. developmenc plans have grown with these problems, and

EIC'a Cave_ become an important part of many rural deVelopment efforts.

Increasing rural outout is a complex mechanism that requires not only

investment in infrastructure andcrop diversification, especially in intro-.

ducing more and better earning export crops, but also depends on the

improvement of living conditions, health care, and qualification of the

rural labor force, and thus its productivity. As it is described here it

seems as if the rural development intervention is primarily a provision of

investment and of services with voluntary participation of the rural masses.

The process is more complex, however, for rural development means for most

third world countries, whethe socialist or capitalist, an invasion of a
.



money economy into large traditional areas and an incciporatiOn of rural people

into a different kind of production with a different amt of social relationships.

The extent and depth of this change has been recorded :my social and political

Scientists in many places (Amin, 1967; DeJanvry, 1975; Stavenhagen, 1976).

,The role of the state not only lies in controlling, requiating, impeinng or

advancing this transformation in economic terms but in preparing to

rural population "mentally" or "ideologically" to abacdr1 ancient beliefs and

behaviors which hamper this transformation, and to accent innovations which

would adapt the population to the "new realities." In :,..ther words, ideolo-

gical intervention by the state is required. Whether tnis takes place in a

socialist or a capitalist context does, not invalidate this observation.

What we wish to examine later is whether the externa_I benefits of the various

BIC's' are distributed more or less equitably to their intended audiences,

and secondly, whether and how the EIC systems work internally.

Besides the economic and ideological aspect of.state intervention in
C.7)

rural development, there is the political aspect. The state power or

authority has to be expanded into or reinforced in the r=ral areas, on the

.,one hand, and this authority in the form of rural development for

-example, must be accepted and recognized as.legitimate by the rural popula-

tion. As Goussault put!! it, state intervention "appears to be a complex

process which in equivocal and often contradictory w...ys imposes economic

- measures by more or less directive means which are determined in function

of the political relationships and ideological conditions foiming the link

between the state and'the rural sector" (1976, p. 617).

Now we must examine morr, closely a set of related questions: what is

the role of EIC's in the rural development plans of the state and what role
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specifically do the mass media play? What role does rural "participation",

play in the,seE1=',..=d finally, what relation do these EIC's have to

externa benefit- .L.2.m improved rural employment, productivity and improved

quality of lifer

Since we aae talking about countries that are still largely rural, the

state has to reach its rural masses through a massive, effort. In most

countries, radio communication covers almost all of the national territory,

and it is less than surprising that the state makes use of these means as

Oed.Important-way to prepare, promote and legitimate its activities or

to ideologically influence itd"citizens. If we use the term "ideological" in

this sense, th.,.en, both the mass media and education can be considered widely

diffused and appropriate means in promoting the plans of the state in rural

areas. Education, in the traditional sense, had served the interests of

the state.1._ As colonial structures 'gave way to more

"modern" institutions, then education was asked to perform other functions,

but always in training people for their roles in society, both those regarding

work and those relating to -ocial life. Rural adults play an important

role in the rural development plans of the state, and one way to assure

their playing this role is through education, whether in a formal school or

in a nonformal context, or simply by providing information for-immediate

application to-tasks to be done. The mass media,system guarantees at least

a one-way link to almost every rural area and assures that the message is

less likely to be 'distorted through various intervening human linkages. The

EIC's, therefore, serve the needs of most modern states in their rural

1

. development plans in a way that other structures like mission schoold or ,a

colonial administration served the needs of the colonial estate in previous

periods.
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It should be noted, before continuing, that this analysis is meant as

a broad context for understanding the function of different adult education

projects. Often when "communication" projects are analyzed, they are taken

in a narrow technical sense and promoted or rejected on their "success" or

r."failure" in terms of their internal efficiency, or how well they achieve

immediate goals of teaching or stimulating action. 'de continue to be

interested in the success, or failure of these projects, but we need to

examine them in the light of longer term goals they aspire to, not only the

'more immediate ones that are often the focus of evaluations.

Participation in rural development projects may have many levels and

many meanings. From the point of v4ew of the state, it is a sine qua non of

rural transformation. How rural adults participate depends on both a

variety of local cultural and political factors as well'as the explicit

approach taken by the project. In Tanzania, participation is in the form

of mass mobilization in which rural masses are encouraged by mass publicity

and personal persuasion through the TANU cell system to take part in the

radio campaigns. The Ivory Coast and Guatemala have not attempted to

mobilize-but to work with groups of volunteers. The Dominican Republic

project is taking-advantage of a selected population motivated by an

opportunity to better themselves and probably immigrate to urban areas.

Ideally the state would like rural i_ople to become self- reliant - -but to do

so within the context of their plans for rural areas. In Tanzania the

appeal is frankly political; in other countries this appeal is more

individual, holding out eclucaticy as a means for self-improvement (although

community values are not neglected).* GiVen the present capitalist structures

'Animation Rurale, the underlying philosophy of the Ivory Coast project, starts
its activities on the community basis. .(For .a good analysis of animation
rurale, cf. Moulton, 1977.)
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in these countries, however, such a motivation makes the most sense to rural

participants. The desire to participate, however, may be lacking for many

reasons which constrain the success of the state in implementing its plans

and solving its rural problems. Often we look to the project itself and

how it is run as the source for these constraints, but often these may be

external and have to do with the structures of the rural areas themselves

as well as with the structure of the national political eCOnomy:N,_

And what are the longer term benefits of the EIC's that the state

promises and how realistic are they? In many cases where the benefits for

individuals are concrete and attainable, the project, if properly organized,

can succeed. Such seems to be the case in the Radio Santa Maria in the

Dominican Republic for providing young rural people with 'a recognized

primary school degree necessary for most jobs in the city. With the other

three cases the answer is less clear. Adult, education can have many

objectives, both for individuals and for the state, and the two are not

necessarily the same. Although in most projects the explicit goals are

those shared by both state and individual, the benefits are not always

shared. The transformation of rural people into more productive farmers,'

for example, provides benefits for those, at least, who own or can rent

land. Becoming more productive for a day laborer working for someone else

may not strike him as being a usefdl,soal if he does not share in the

benefits. Likewise, Jiteracy acquired at great effort may not noticeably

improve the quality of a rural person's life, although in the aggregate a

literate rural population may be a desirable state goal,' especially since
S

literacy training/progfams automatic Convey a certain number of

"ideological" values.:Insgrporation of traditional subsisten e farmers into
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a cash prop economy may increase exports but it may not provide a great_

improvement in a faimer's earnings because he has to buy a great many more

inputs to produce the cashCrop, and thus additional expenditures offset

easily his small monetary benefits -(Ber3to, 1977). Finally, at worst,

provision of education for rural adults in some form or other can convince

people that the state has made the effort to make people literate, healthier

orbetter off, and failure is often seen as a personal one and not a

failure of the system (i.e., the state). Thus the mere repetition over the

mass media of a "plan" for rural areas could legitimate the state's effort

in many rur 1 people's minds, whether this effort results in tangible

benefits for the ural population or not.

We have no immediate answers to many of the. questions that are,

po!sed in this Sectick.. It would be a mistake, however, to say that answers

.77/1y be sought many years after a project is undertaken: We would argue

c,:,-ternal efficiency is an important assumption of most EIC's in

d ......iaping countries and that this assumption rust be -tested before projects

are undertaken from whatever evidence is available from other similar

projects and from a careful analysis-of the situation of ea 4: country

(e.g., what proportion of rural people are landless,before an EIC is under-/
taken to promote agricultural productivity formall farMers). Once the

project has justified its longer termrgdals, then it can turn its attention

eV

to the internal efficiency questions. The next section of this paper will

examine four EIC's in the ght of this perspective.

72



*I . Tour. Adult :Education Projects

A. Introduction.

9

In the previous section we attempt'eyl to put into the broader context

of external efficiency the four adult education projects we are about to

compare: We now' shall turn to a brief description of each project, the

Radio Study Campaigns in Tanzania, the Out-of-School Educational Television

An the Ivory Coast, the Radio.Schoors of Saata'Mariain the Dominican

Republic and the Nonformal Education Module in Guatemala. Then we will

mpi]ke aComparative analysis,of the four projects. We have chosen seven

:categories under which we'shall 'describe and compare these projects:

_

objectives1;:orginization, -selection and training of personnel and recruit-

went or Participants; uses of media technology, feedback and evaluation.

.1

systems, impact and constraints.

.'"'Project Descriptions.

1. The Radio-Study Campaigns in Tanzania.

Since in 1967 President Neyerere presented his "Education

for Self Reliance," Tanzania has tried to change its education system

'"from one that tends to impart knowl ge as a commodity which gives the

ipossessor not,only,a market valu also an (elite) class consciousness

to one which-gives-knowledge for the development of Man in Society or the

liberation of Man from the restraints and limitations of ignorance,and

dependency" (Matiko, 1976). This was one of the reasons why Tanzania

decided to, use its mass media mainly for educating the people, "and this is

-whys TANU'(the political party of mainland Tanzania) has taken educating

adults as one of the most important duties', and therefore giires the
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o
necessary drive needed for the success of the adult education campaigns"

(Matiko, 1976). The Radio Study Campaigns (five campaigns were held in

the period from 1969 to 1976) .are one of the 1rechanisms by which the goals

of "Ujamaa" (Tahzanian socialism) and adult education must be reached.

In many respects the methods of the Radio Study Campaigns are similar

to those used in the rural radio forums*: radio programs are supported by

printed booklets which form the basis for the group discussion that takes

place after the group has listened to the radio and studied the printed

documents. The Radio Study Campaigns have, however, three features which

distinguish them from the usual radiovfarm forum approach:

a. The series of radio programs lasts a limited period of
.

time (usually. 10-12 weeks). Each series is launched-with a new publicity

campaign and is followed bya break period before. a.new series is prepared

'(sometimes 12-18 months). It has the advantage that each new campaign

starts afresh ad demands a short-lived biirst of attention on one single

subject, and the length of the series can be varied according to

subject and to the estimated attention span of the audience.

the

b. The campaigns require a coordinated effort of a variety

of institutions, both at the production and at the field level.

c. There is a strong emphadis on training of prospective

study g*oup leaders. Evaluation-studies have provided evidence that the

training sessions play an important part both in publicizing the campaigns

and in equipping the group leaders to carry out their duties effectively
.

(Dodds,r1972).

*Radio farm forums were started in 'Canada and later spread to. India, Ghana,

Dahomey andqlany other countries. See Schramm (1977), McAnany (1973) and
Rogers et al' (1977).-

4
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2. Out-of-School Educational Television in the Ivory Coast.

In contrast to Tanzania's "Ujamaa" or socialism; the Ivory

Coast pursues a basic capitalistic development model. In a recent interview,

PreSident Houphouet-Boigny declared that "we are not socialists to the extent

that we are not partisans of a priority distribution of our wealth, and to

the extent that we first want to create and multiply our wealth" (Le Monde,

1976). Despite a consciously adopted model of development fostering

unbalanced growth and favoring the agriculturk export sector of the

economy, there is recent interest in rural participation in development

to=m

and increasing social services for the so-called rural masses. The state

has opted for an'educational.television system (complementing the existing

ordinary TV system) as one of the main tools in education and -rural develop-.

went efforts: Since 1971 lessons are telecast for the primary school

students. During the school year, once or twice a week, after the evening

news the out -of- school' education department of the Ministry'of Primary and

Television Education broadcasts the "Tele'pour Tous" ("TV for Everybody")

programs. These programs are aimed at an audience of illiterate adults, of

schooled and non-schooled youth, and ofyoung school dropouts, especially in the

rural areas. The TV prograths are cast in a. dramatic or didactic mold. Their

commentary is in French (the official lan age of the country, though

\

there area large number of different language groups), The programs :ere.

received in the local schoolhouse, ** where an animateur, one, of the local

elementary school teacher's, has gathered a listening group who watches

1.

*For a more extensive description, see: Institute for Communication
Research, 1976, and-DIRECT, 1975.'

**In '1976-77 there were about 1,700 public elementary schools equipped with
at lease one TV= receiver. ..About.75 percent of them are ;in the rural areas.

15
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the teleoast and discusses its contents afterwards. Pribr to the broad-

cast the animateur has received documents which enable him to better explain
.

the content of the TV broadcast and more effectively lead the discussion,

which is supposed to result in a decision concerning an (communal) action

related to the subject of the program.

3. Radio Schools of Santa Maria in the Dominican Republic.

The Radio Schools of the Santa Maria radio (RSM henceforth)

station in the Dominican Republic provide opportunity for equivalency

schooling for the first eight grades through a radio-based distance

learning approach.* This system, based on.the model of the ECCA (Eolsoras

Culturales Canaries) system in the Canary Islands, consists of the following

elements: 30-minute radio broadcasts, five nights per week; exercise

sheets to be filled out during the broadcast, as well as exercises for

later; a,weekly meeting with .a local teacher who receives-the weekly

exercises, hands back corrected exercises, provides new worksheetsfor

the coming week and answers questions the student Fay have; a weekly group

meeting with a number of students to discUss the weekly theme with the

teacher (the themes are integrating ideas that run through the subject

matter and touch-oft important social and political realities of the

Dominican' Republic); a 25 cent fee, paid by each student partly pays the
Ik

teacher (15 cents) and partly goes to operate the system (10, cents);

a careful feedback system from teachers to the central headquarters provides

informatibn on students and any particular problems encountered; teachers

7

are reached by a newsletter, receive new worksheetgin the mail and are

occasionally visited by a supervisor;_ students can cover onp'school year
)

*cf. Robext White, "The Use .of Radio in Primary and Secondary Formal Education:
the Santa Maria Model in the,Dominican Republic" in.Spain, Jamison & `McAnany (1977).
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'every six months and finish Ohe eight grades in four years by studying with

RSti.

Begun in 1970,,the emuivalency system now reaches almost all rural

areas. Since the 1972/73 school year, the initial enrollment over the

eight grades has been'about 21;000 p r year, with about 12,000-13,000
_

promoted annually. The two diplomas given after sixth and eighth grades

are recognized by the State and are important requirements for work in

many sectors of the economy, especially in urban areas. White (1976)

reports that most students are young adults (median age ,is less than 18),

80 percent froniruralareas-and 80 percent single. More than 50 percent

of sixth and eighth grade students surveyed by White plan to leale their

community at the end of their schooling and,probably oigrate to more urban

areas. This fits-in.with.the circumstances of the Dominican Republic where

the annual economic qrOwth rate has been almost 10. percent but where the

main. benefits of,this growth have been received in the urban and not the

traditional rural areas (White, 1976).

. The Nonformal,Eddcation Module in Guatemala.

In its 1975-79 Natiopal Development Plan for Education,

Science and Culture,_the Guatemalan government proposed a new program for

nonformal education. During 1975 and 1976 this plan was gradually brought

to implementation. At present it is only beginning its operations so that

the description of its mperations and especially of its potential impact

will have to remain partly hypOthetical. It is inclu,::d here beCauseit

an important effort to create a mass adult education program for rural

areas with some integration of the mass media, and thus it fits within the

framework of the EIC's discussed in the previous section.: There are, moreover,

17
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several unique features of the project that are important to be discussed

in the context of education for rural development.

The following brief descriptio.. is based on the nonformal module

education project as it now exists and not necessarily as it was originally

- proposed. Since a majority of Guatemala's approximately,six million

inhabitants are neither linguistically nor culturally related to the

dominant Spanish culture but are of Mayan heritage, the school system has

not reached many of these people, many of whom are concentrated in the

western highlands of the country. Although the nonformal system was

supposed to eventually reach the entire adult population, the proposal was

to begin in the highlands and to graduany expand to other geographical

and cultural sectors of the country. Since the severe earthquake in early

1876, the system has-also been planned to begin in communities,in the

earthquake area, although --most Of thesq are' in Indian and not Ladino

, communities.
',-

The project began with the recognition -that the formal school system
,

was not and could not be expected to reach the laige unschooled adult and

even adolescent population that existed especially in the highlands, at

least in the short or middle trm of the next five to ten years. There-

fore, the government had to make a special.commitment of effort and

resources to this neglected rura/population. A second important assumption.

_was that the curricuiUm and the organization of.the formal school system would

not, correspond to the` educational needs of these rural people. Finally, from

amanairds of the many different kinds of-trainingand nonformal education

given in a large number of;ministries and. government agencies(agriculture,

health, labor, community development, etc.) other than the.Minisfry of

18.
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Education, it was concluded that a significant amount of educational

;resources was being expended and that the real impact of this in rural

areas-was being impared from lack of integration and coordination.

As a conleguence of the above line of reasoning, a new interminis-

terial organization; the National Junta for Out-of-School Education was

formed with official representation by seven ministers or their equivalent

from; the Ministries of Education;lpresiding over the Junta), Agriculture;

Health, the Army, Planning, Community 'Development and Labor (Training).

This body also had an executive arm in its coordinating secretary' and his

office which'wis to be responsible for the execution of the nonformal

education program. Wlthin this Coordinating' Secretariat there are three

branches the administrative; the technical planning and the operational.

T The first, Administration, performs the usual administrative duties, of any

organization--actounting, personnel, buying and'transport. Technical

Planning has three important subsystems--research and.evaluation, content

development and progrIlm production. The operational branch has a regional

coordinator's office in the main city of the highlands, Quetzaltenango, and

a system of coordinators at state and; county levels,, as well as village

workers' called monitors.

With this structure, how 'is the system,supposed to operate? When

it becomes fully operat:i.onal, it is expected that the monitor in the village

will work with organized learning/discussion groups, aided by printed .

material and 'some form of regular radio .program, plus.the'occasional

presence of a technical expert in the different area of health, agricul-

ture, literacy, home economics, etc., who are agents 6:4 different ministries

working in rural areas. The idea is to base the course materials on the
7

9
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expressPd needs of the communities and to develop the content with the'help

of th different ministries involved. Thus the work of the. Secretariat of

the Anita would be to coordinate the efforts of the agencies belonging to

the atota rather than create a new project far rural adults

this will work out in practice remains to La seen as the f:

monitors were'hired and trained in the early part of 1977,

only being developed at present.

C. Components of the Systems.

Wisely how

c hundred

rograms are

1. Objectives: Comparing the objectives of the different rural

adult education projects, we should heed several cautions.. First, we should

be aware of the differences between stated and impliCit purposes that wedifferences
1,

'discssed earlier in the paper. Secondly, in describing objectives in

thits sec:1=1.cm, we'should return tothese inithe later section on impact to

see _to what extent these objectives have-been accomplished. Third,

objectives depend very much on the persoh who is Stating them and the time

when they are-stated. In other words, objectives are often not clearly

, agreed upon by everyone and often chantge over time. With,these qualifications.

we will state the objectives of each project and make some comparisons among%

them.

The objectives of the Tanzanian RSG'-s are explicitly stated but vary

from campaign to campaign. In the early campaigns from 1969 to 1971, the'

"mobilization" aspect was stressed and people were urged in larger andlarger.

numbers to participatd in what was basically political education

campaigns (e.g., elections, the government system, the tenth anniversary of

independence).! Later in 1973 and 1975 the campaigns, while still keeping a.

mobilization pUrpose and relying on political motivation stressed self - help.
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and.selfrreliance.in-national health and nutrition campaigns. -These were

meant :to "give more knowledge, but also to each participant a sense of self-

confidence in being able to change his own quality of life and that of his

community" (Matiko, 1976). These objectives for the RSG's must be seen in

the light of the nationalcommitient of Tanzan=a to adult education.

Such commitment can be seen in the seminal document of President

Nyerere (also a'former teacher), Education for Self-Reliance, wheke adult

education was emphasized. In 1970 and 1971 Tanzania declared Adult Education

years and stress' was laid on making village schools centers of increased

village-level-adult education activities (Hall and Dodds,-1974). The RSG's

were only one of many adult education activities carried out by the govern-

ment.... For Tanzania,' all this testifies to a national awareness of the needs

of adult education and that commitments are made to meet these needs.

In the Ivory'Coast this national awareness and commitment is not so

strongly in evidence. In official planning documents mention is madeabodt

an "out -of- school syStem.of permanent education" (Diawa'ca, 1976) and.the

major objective of human advancement ("prOmotion humain"), but the daily

Belitical and administrative reality shows the absence of a: coherent_

adult education policy. For example, different ministries and government

agencies are involved in similar activities ofliteracy,, rural animation;

rural-job training and rural information with little or no coordination of,

these efforts.

The OSTV program is officially defined as an "educational action which

Ivorians, rural,:t; well as urban, to unders.t,,,nd the-development actions,

to particlpate-in the'improvement of their living conditions, and in a better

distribution of theNfruit of economic progress" (Ivory Coast, 1975).

21
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The TV programs are meant to lead to local reflection, decision and action.
. .

for solutions of local problems, always in relation to the administrative

and political authorities. Unlike Tanzania, Ivory Coast does not stress

mobilization in its OSTV program. More emphasis is placed on (1) people's

acquiring the knoWledge of the economic, political and administrative

structure in order to bring especially the rdrar population in contact with

the outside world, and to allow the people to use the various services

(e.g, Prefecture or local government administration, dispensary, bank,'

extension service, etc.); (2) introducing techniques to improve production

in order to go from a subsistence economy to an exchange economy; (3) educa-

. tion for the improvement of social and sanitary conditions; and (4) creating

awareness of existing Situations and of solutions for inserting the masses

into the modern world without breakini'with certain traditional'values

(Ivory Coast, 1976):

Although RSM in the Dominican Republic, isa.Private,churCh-related

project,'its objectives do not go contrary to those o.-the government.

There is a continuing effort to maintain good relationships with the

Ministry of Education since the rAficial recognition of RSN's sixth and

eighth grade degrees depends on the agreement of this agency., The Ministry's

owu adult education effort, although handling about 40,0.00 stude.ts in

. .

1974-75, is almost entirely limited to urban areas. Thus RSM supplements

the work of government in-rural areas and helps to expand the supply of
. .

trained manpower for the country's continued economic growth..

The specific objectives.df RSM are seven (White, 1977): (4 .to

provide accelerated primary and intermediate (grades 1-8) education, using

radiophonic methods for rural and lower-Status-urban populations; (2) to

f. 22
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.coordinate the content and exams with the official system so that diplomas

will be officially recognized; (3) to use innovative instructional methods

so as to help rural students to achieve as well or better than those in

conventional schools; (4) to avoid rote learning and develop initiative and

self-directed learning in young adult students; (5) to reformulate the-
,

curriculum so as to stress problems (themes) from the Marginal cohtext of

rural or urban life and to stress the relation between content and other

learning experiences in community life and work (horizontal integration).;

(6) to provide a vertical integration .of the regular courses with other

nformal courses in areas like agriculture, health, etc. that RSM sponsors;

(7) to introduce special forms of efficiency in supervision'and administration

to itiduce,costs and avoid dependence on international financing for

operational costs.

It seems clear from the account of operations given by White (1976)

and °the:: materials,, as well as a visit by one of the authors,-that RSM not
.

only has specifically defined objectives but tends to follow thervfaithfully.

their operations. There is a clear philosophy of education behind the

weekly themes. that emphasize social justice and participation of incl. ualsi
i.
L'in community growth. Nevertheless, the social objectives ax 'ideals that

,.

,. '. . ..--- _ ;

may have more importance foi- the dedicated. embers de hierarchythe RSM hiChy

--%. %,
than for many of the individual. students who.,dre anxious to get a diploma

and ajob in the city;

The.Guatemala nonform 1 education project referred to'as BaSic Rural

Education (BRE) in En -sh, has suffered sore of the problems that theavory

Coast has exp, enced in that, although an important commitment was made by

the go rnment to the project, a clear philosophy and generally agreed upon

tk.
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objectives have emerged very slowly. What has been agreed to in several

official documents are these two general points: (1) to expand coverage o

the nonformal education system (referring to any organized educational

activity apart from school-- aimedrimarily at, adults of 15-45 years, who

through skills acquisition and information can make improvements in their
a: 4

liveb), first in the western highlands and later throughout the entire

country; (2) to achieve an adequate coordination of nonformal-related public

sector services, developing and communicating an integrated educational

'message centered around the knowledge, attributes and attitudes of the

target population in agricultural development projects. More specific

objectives are more a shopping list of posSibilities than anything else,

since no clear decision had been taken as to precisedirection by mid-1977.

Some examples are to introduce simple concepts and basic techniques of

small industry; to teach skiUs relevant to the preservation and improvement_

of health, nutrition and home life; to communicate, inform and teach basic
o

concepts of marketing, credit and possibilities for obtaining financial

assistance; to teach reconstruction tchrliques in earthquake-affected areas.

The problems of implementation of BRE have been many; but perhaps one

of the key problems"has been the lack of some clear choices on the part of

the projeet,in the following areas: target audience; one or a few of the

specific objectives; and the precise configuration of the delivery system,

incorporating monitor,. mass media, printed material and outside technical

advisors. Since no such choices have been made,*, the strgcture of BRE is

functioning but there does not seem to be anything to do. tk.

In the Tanzanian and the Dominican projects, objectives,are fairly

clear and precise. although, fairly narrow and limited. Definite actions are

24
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called for and are followed and the limited objectives have abetter chance

of being achieved. Guatemala and the Ivory Coast have larger aims about

general rural development over longer time horizons, and as a consequence,

objectives are harder to define and guided actions seem harder to take.

2. Organizational Structure.

Tanzania's Institute of Adult Studies, formeriMelonging to

the University,of Dar es Salaam, but now an independent government agency, is

in charge of organizing the radio study campaigns. It relies heavily on

the contribution_ of other ministries and technical'agencies In thp definition
.

of content and the recruitment of listening groups. Hall and Dodds (1974)

comment that "No one institution could possibly have commanded the many and

varied resources that were made available. ; .That such coordinating
,

1

machinery could be developed in a few years has been due in large measure to

the particularly favorable Climate of official and political opinion toward

adult education. . ." This refers to the strong commitment of the state

and "the party to this goal, which in turn facilitated the collaboratiOn of

-different agencies with the Adult Stddies group to carry out the various

campaigns.
lb

In the Ivory Coast, the OSTV, under the Ministry for Primary and

TVEducation,, operates in a somewhat similar manner. OSTV offers, in

'effect, to make' one or several TV programs for other government agencies.

There is strong cooperation between OSTV"and ministries and agencies in

whose field of competency the TV programs are scheduled. First, a larger

number of institutions take part in an annual 'pdanning meeting to determine

the needs of each of tfiem in having one or more programs, OSTV must make a

'final decision among the Possible candidates, since"not all, can be accommodated.

.c
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Once a programming schedule_has been decided upon, taking into account the

objectives of the national five-year plan, the agencies participate in a

working group to define the precise goals and content of-the TV film(s).

In theory the organizations are asked to evaluate the impact of the-program(s)

as well as to involve their field agents in possible follow-uptions. This

is not done in practice and OSTV makes the film, broadcasts it and does the

animation with its primary school teacher animators. Only through specially

motivated field agents does any genuine follow-up take place. OSTV thus

remains a kind of-production and animation service for the other institutions,

who seem to look upon their TV films as a kind of public.relatiOns investment.

In the case of a few .series related to a specific campaign, such as the one

related to water in 1975, there seems to be a coordination between OSTV and

other institutions that will result in collaboration at the field level and

support follow-up actions.

RSM in the Dominican Republic represents a private.agency working in

rural adult education. We should underline two important achievements of RSM

in terms of its organization. First, it has managed.to maintain good relations
t

with the Ministry of Education and thus assured itself of official recognition.

of degrees (an important part of the motivation of RSM students). Second,

l
it has achieved a very tight organizational structure which, with an entire

central staff of less than 25.(of whom less than half are professionals), can

operate a. system with 520 centers and about 20,000 students spread throughout

the country, and do this in a cost-:effective way: Part-of this is a e of

course, tothe fact that as an independent organization it i free of the

burden of bureaucracy. Another factor is undoubtedly the structure of the.

ECCA model it has adopted from the Canary,Islands. Finally there is the
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personal leadership and administrative ability of its founder and present

head. This personal factor,plays a more'prominent part in an independent

organization and especially one that has remained small and under the control

of a strong leader.,

The BRE project in Guatemala operates within the structure of an

interminiiterial National Junta for dut7of-SchoA Education. Certainly one

-of ts *important features is that structurally it lidi outside the major

governMent agencies and Yet has a budget and executive power to coordinate

all'honfordal education activities. In%addition, at its inception it had
-

the strong endorsement of the president and the backing of many bilateral

and mul aiaagencies. The idea was to rationalize the nonformal

. educational adtivities of government organizations. The main ones,
4

;.
included in the Junta, would be officially in charge of the activity of BRE,

yet an'executive secretary would' be abie'to carry out the nonformal education

activities frrthe rural areas with the generalguidance and concurrence of

the Junta members'
.

1,.1 Although nonformal education'and especially integrated rural

development call for a kind of approach taken by the structure of the

Junta, - plans have not worked out as well_as expetted.-. Fundamentally, BRE

is'having, difficulty trying to coordinate ongoing activities without

cheating its oWnj.ndependent program to compete with already existing ones.

The Ministry of Education still institutionally believes that education,

monformal as well as formal, is its domain. If BRE were within this

sinistry,'then it would solicit the collaboration of'other ministries with

'Education. Since this collabOiation has proved difficult historically and

in theory, some such institution'as the Junta seems called for if real

27
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inter-agency collaboration for nonformal education is to take place.

Unhappily, BRE in its present form has encountered a large number of problems

and has been slow to begin an action after several years of planning. How
.

viable the structural idea behind it is will have to be judged in the light

of several more years of experience.

3. Discussion Groups and Monitors. f.

There has been considerable discussion in'the literature con-

cerning radio group listening and discussion (Jamison and McAnany, in press;

Rogers et al., 1977) as well as individual listening. Three of the four',

projects we are discussing here use this form for learning as well as-

follow-up action. The sole exception is RSM of the Dominican R public whose

goals ate more related to formal education in a distance learning approach.

Even RSM, however, has some group meetings, and the questions of how

teachers as monitors are recruited and. trained and how participants are

recruited is imporiant.to all four of the projects..

Tanzania'saarge campaign approach has certain consequ es for

study group leader recruitment and t ?aining. In the last campaigns,

over 75,000 group leaders were recruited and trained in the last few months

befOre the campaigns. This involves a large number of two or three day

seminars repeated over the country with previously trained leaders training

others in turn: Leaders are recruited on a variety of bases, among them:

election by the discussion group, volunteers, selecsdon by.local political

leaders of TANU, selection by local Adult Education Officersand,.during

the 1975 campaign, the literacy teacher led his group in discu*ssions. HoW the

majority of leaders are actually chosen is not clear, but we know that they

are from the communities themselves, often have no greater education than

28
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their. fellow participants and have received a brief training in the basics of

group discussion (Hall and Dodds, 1974).

Group discussion principles seem fairly common throughout most of

the world wheva radio and rural: discussion groups have worked. Among, other

things group leaders are taught: not to be teachers but facilitators,

information sources and discussion' leaders; to use group interaction

techniques; to recruit members froM the village and notify the group when

prograbs-are to be broadcast; and to have a propound knowledge of the

principal campaign themes and igsues.

This is only a superficial summary for what 14s-been a serious effort

at creating a philosophy of development by people interested in animation

rurale, especially in Francophone countries and Latin America (Ben

1976; Moulton, 1977) and in community development in English-speaking

countries. Nor does this include reference to the Paolo Freire methcid,
-a

popular inmany discussion groups throughout the world. However, practice

is often far from theory, and the way in which leaders are trained in a few

days or a few weeks often waters down theories to an imperfect practice.

Recruiting group members in Tanzania has some special character-
.

istics. First, members are recruited for a relatively short period of

participation of 10 to 12 weeks. Also there is extensive publicity pre-

ceding-the campaign, including radio spots, songs, competitions, newspaper

articles and announcements through local church and political groups. There

is, as we have already noted, an .endOrsement from the government and

recruitinveffortt by local TANU cell groups. All of this resulted in the

1asCi4o campaigns of 1973 and 1975 in the mobiliiation of one or two million

people, mostly rural adults. Since campaign aims are very broad,, there is
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usually no special "target" audience, but the evaluation of the 1973 campaign

(Hall And Lodds, 1974) indicated a slightly greater participation by men

than women.

In the Ivory Coast, the OSTV has decided to use the primary school

teachers in TV schools as animators. This decision has a number of conse-,-

quences. First, the principle:of group discussion that the leader not act

like a teacher but a facilitator is difficult to carry out. The teacher has

developed certain mechanisms and a self-image; people know he is a teacher

and react according, to this perception.' Second, teachers are often not from

the ideal ara and do not speak the local language. Therefore, the translation

of the French language program into the lodal language must be done by

someone else And discussion is often hampered. Third, teachers are
41,

"outsiders" who are expected to teach and noeto become involved in village

affairs. So the teacher has difficulty relating to theaudienoe interest:,

especially in areas, like agriculture and health, to which most

OSTV programs are dedicated, and he has an added difficulty of recruiting

_

participants because he isnot a local person. Fourth, the motivation to

animate'is quite low because he does not receive extra pay for the extra

.work. Although the Minister of Primary and TV Education announced that all

teachers had the duty of animating, not all are needed .to do so and only a

relatively few volunteer; most are kl;Apointed by the school principal..
1,

Training takes place in a week long seminar held at the TV productiOn

center in Bouake
/
once A year for new animators. In 1975 there were AboUt

500 participants who were trained by staff from the-OSTV. Again, though the.,

theory of animation rurale is prevalent in',the Ivory'Coast, the practice' often

is distant from the ideal. This is true especiallywhen teachers are

appointed as animators and are not local and."arefar removed" -,from the.
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background or interests of the spectators.

Recruitment of participants suffers from some of the above structures

of OSTV. ,Teachers are urged to recruit permanent participants to form a

teleclub. However, feedback reports and other research on audience partici-

pation seems to indicate a fairly, small core group with a larger fluctuating

- number of people according to the particular program or time of year.' Notice

of OSTV programs in the form of announcements over radio and TV and some

newspaper articles is common, though irregular. But no publicity on the.part

of government gives any encouragement to villagers to join cussion

groups.

TSM in the Dominican Republic, being a more formAlized education

system, recruits and trains teachers in a distinct way. 1t6 audience,

primarily rural youth with a strong motivation to obtaiA a first or second

degree, are self selected in a way that makes the problem of their recruit-
_

ment less difficult. In 1975T the 520 field teachers were mostly young,

secondary school students (43%) or primary teachers (33%) who were willing

to spend six to ten hours a week correcting worksheets and answering

questions for the average of thirty students that they have. The median age

of the teacher was 23 years and most have been or are activeln some community

or religious organizations: This latter element is important because as

White (1976) pOints out, tie average pay for the weekly work is only about

$4.50 which is small for the amount of work demanded. MOst teachers are

motivated by a spirit of service to the community which s/he shares with

other members of RSM.

Teachers are often recruited from among the youth and community

organizations that exist in rural areas. RSM, however, provides no training.
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for them but gives them a detailed, instruction booklet of how to enroll

students, correct their work sheets, answer questions, collect the weekly.

fee and send in weekly and monthly reports to RSM headgudrters.

Studer'cs themselves are largely self-selected, bit there is

publicity on the radio about RSM and there are contacts by teachers and

other members of RSM of various youth organizations and community grdups
.

an RSM cell might be begun.

Guatemala's -recruitment and training of its 200 monitors in the

where

,BRE project have f011owed generally common practice for, radiophonic projects.

In the target areas of each departrent where the project was to begin

operating, a survey of possible candidates was made; and it waL; found that

almost every small village had at least one person who had received some

sort of previous training, whether in community development, agriculture

or rural leadership (O'Sullivan, 1976 b,c). An original group of 390

people was first selected for.participatin in a three day training seminar.

A final selection of 119 was then made*for about 50 villages in the first

stage of the project.. In addition, there was a selection and training

process for the field supervisors who are to work as Intermediaries between

the village level and the regional coordinating office.

All monitors are from the villages where they work; they have been

given some training and they work with a group of zonal and departmental

supervisorS. All have had some kind of previous experience or training

that make them good candidates for the work. T11 of these positive elements,

however, must be weighed against a number of problems still to be solved by

BRE regarding the-, monitor. First, it is unclear to what extent the monitor

will.only be a local animator, organizing local discussion groups for the
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teaching" to be done by technical experts from various,ministries who will

comeperiodicallyto the village. On the other hand, if the monitor under-

takes more of a teaching role, then be will need much more training. in

variouisubstantiveareas. How much a multi-media system can intervenc to

help the monitor-has not yet been settled. Second, the question of pay for

. the monitor is a serious.one. Many of the voluntary organizations working in

-the highlands fear that paying the monitors of BRE will undermine the

voluntary community work dune by their members.. This question has already

raised problems and is one of the points of friction between BRE and the

many'private projects operatingin similar areas. Finally, the monitor is

unable to go ahead with his recruitment and work in villa,,es until the BRE

itself has clearly decided on its main target audiente, its specific

objectives and the role of its.delivery system.

Although there have been some specific teaching actions in BRE,

there has not been a large audience recruitment effort in the highlands

until a clear direction is taken. Nevertheless, from early experience and

from some studies carried out prior to the start of the program (O'Sullivan,

1977) the problem of recruitment of participants seems a critical one.
o.

Several problems must be faced. First, BRE has promised to respond to the'

felt needs of the,community, giving training, in areas of most need. Thid'

has been easier said than done at preserie:it'id--:riot.-;clear-swhat-ise-most

urgent--an agricultural- program .to help increase produCtivity or trainilWi

that might help generate additional income through trafts and, small

industries. Second, even ifa decision is taken on an area or areas to be

,focused upon, the large numbers,of annual migrations among highland peoples

make regularrecruitment and attendance difficult. Finally, perhapa.the

'
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most serious challenge is that from past experience in such work we would
.

. .

expect a sMail turnout of people from villages, the same small number of

people who participate in every organization available to them and not the

large target audience the project has in mind,

4. Technology's Role in Adult Educataon.

For most countries the mass media are elements of central impor-

tance to both political and educational goal.:. But-educational projects.

,differ in the way that technology enters into the learning orocesss'and this

is even more true of-adult education projects. In some, the media are "small"

(radio, slides, videotape recorders, etc.) and are more locally controlled

( 1976). In others, the "big" media (TV, computers, satellites, etc.)

Rredominate and the teadencyis toward more centralization (St4heamm,1977).

There-are almost always, however, other forms rf communication that enter

into the process--printed and visual matc.rials, interpersonal interaction

and feedback loops. -How the technology is.chOsen and integkated, how
u

.-7;central it is to the process of message delivery and-learning, all vary

from project tc project.

It has beea the advocacy of a "rational" deci7ion model by planners

McAnaily, 1973) that is most common in print and least common in

action. An instructional medium like radio or television, Under this model,

would grow out of a needs assessment, clear definition of objectives and a

careful analysis cf which medium or combination of media could best serve

these Objectives. But action is often less "rational" than this, and the

choice of medium, far from being a conclusion, often precedes any serious,

Lnalysis of the educational problem.

34
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The Ivory Coast iv a country for whom the mass media have become an

important part of its infrastructure as well as superstructure la achieving

social and economic goals (Laurent, 1970). The Ivory Coast had early

exPerimented (1963-1966) with television for teaching literacy to urban

factory workers (Unesco, 1967). Hence, it is not surprising to find/in the

first five-year plan (1971-1975) that:mention of adult education. needs are

coupled with a recommendation that the ,mass media be imad in their fulfill-

ment. In 1971 the ITV system for primary schools was begun.. By 1973

OSTV was begun with the explicit justification that by using. educational

television for adults as well as school children the efficiency of the system
et

1 .
would be enhanced.* Ironically, only later in 1974 and 1976 were efforts

made,, to define more clearly the pedagogical objectives for OSTV. Then the

chOice of a-big medium like television really.seethsto have preceded the

decision of how it was to i;e used. In principle,'the choice could have been

between TV and radio, but circumstances did not allow certin.!:i:1:1:: of lOgic

to predi choice. (For example, radio is a much'more widely available

medium** ith experience in multi-lingual programming reaching a-majority

of the O percent illiterate population in rural.areas. On the otherhand,

it was argued, TV would provide images as well as sound and thus appeal to

*In the light of a recent cost study (Eicher and Orivel, 1977), the increased
efficiency of the system by including OSTV as part of the Ministry of. Primary'
and TV Education is more than offset by increased costs, since OSTV makes
little use of TV production facilities located in Bouake but has. their office
in ,Abidjon (400 kms.. to the south).

. .

**According to a, recent Ministry of Information internal document (Ivory Coast,.
1976), 50'percent of rural households have a radio set while only a tiny
fraction of these households own TV's. This is in the first place due to the
lack of electricity in the villages. It should be noted, however, thatin
the 1976-1977 school year, about 1300 non-electrified villages (out of about
a total of 8000 villages) ,had a primary school equipped with battery-operated
TV receivers.
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The television br5a- cast itself tarries.thebulk of the message for
,
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the OSTV system. n most casesat is the only message source for the

audience since posters and other printed materials have been rare, although

the-animator has printed support documents to refer to. To get the discussion

Oing among people, the animatot must depend solely on what the audience,got

out of 'the 30 minute French broadcast with the running translation in the

local language. Amadvaritage is that almost all OSTV broadcasts are shot on

location in villages, and scenes and actors are closely identified with

village life.

Tanzania (excluding Zanzibar) is one of the few countries that has

made a clear decision not to have televisicn. Consequently, the only
,

available electronic medium is radio. The Radio Study Campaigns are
c

partly premised on the fact that this medium is widespread, even.ln. rural

areas.* Ilut.radio does not play as central a role in'message delivery as

does television in the Ivory Coast. In addition to radio, Tanzania puts

heavy emphasis on the pri=ted study guide from which the discussion leader

reads aloud a'summary of program contents once the, broadcast is over. This

.'1--." ,, -, '1 ':t N^. '.'1.'"" ' wv

Medhanism insure' that about half of the. 2,000,000 participants in the 1973,

campaign who were without radios were ableto function in much .the same way

as the other groups (Hall and Dodd\1974): In addition to study suides

for everyone (who can read them) the group leader has his own manual and,

in later campaigns, a-flip chart and posters to stimulate discussion and

learning.

O

Although only 27 percent of the adult population owns radios (with probably
fewer in rural areas), almost 60 percent has access tO\daily listening

. . (Matiko, 1976).
o 4
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It is true to say that radio was not absolutely necessary for the

functioning of certain groups that did not have access to a set during the

last two campaigns. Yet radio on the whole was an important component in

the campaigns, providing messages and a specific gathering time each weel:,

as well as publicity, mdsic 'and information, and a sense of sharing with.

others .across thei-countrythat a campaign without the radio would have had

-

difficulty in achieving. In short, although radii) was. not absolutely

necessary for content, its role in motivating people seems to have been 1.

central.

The BRE in Guatemala has not yet finally settled its message

delivery system. Like those in the Ivory Coast and Tanzania, the project in

Guatemala will probably finally settle on some combination of group leaders

or monitors, printed materials and mass media. Television far'zuril-areas

is not a feasible option but radio is quite widespread* and native language

broadcasts are Made for some of the many Mayan language groups, though'

Spanish language programs predominate on the commercial stations. The final

definition of radio's role in BRE is complicatedrby several factors. It

would be. accurate to say that foreign contributors to the project have

different approaches, one group placing emphasis on a face-to-face approach

of monitor'or field agent with the local village audience and the other

arguing that laith few field agents and poorly trained monitors, radio..

should be the main message delivery system. Another factor'is the

presence of a radio experiment for egricultural information that is comi g

*Several recent 'surveys in the rural areas of the western highlands where most,
indigenous people are concentrated indicate a level of radio ownership of 54
percent. These 54 percent and an additional 6 percent, (total 60 percent)
are frequent radio.listeners (O'Sullivan, 1976a, 1977).

3 7 .
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to an end. . The experience, trained personnel, programs, and efen studio

facilities give a significant tilt in the direction of a More central role

/
for radio. In addition, the U.S. agency that backed the agricultural

radio'experiment is now providing assistance to BRE as 4ell.

.

The RSM of the Dominican Republic has a much more explicitly

"instructional system than the other three adult education projects. The

"provision of the first eight years of primary eddcation is done, as we have

,

seen,, in a distance learning mode. There are several characteristics of

the technological component that need to be made explidit'in this section.

, I

First, radio is central to-the instructional system. The programs

'that the student listens to each evening provide the basic stimulus for

work. The work sheets are geared explicitly to the broadcasts, and it would

be-difficult-if not impossible to do the RSM study-course without access to,

a radio. The widespread availability of radios in-the Dominican Republic,

even in rural areas (an% among RSM students who are of a slightly

,

higher SES standing tha ..'erage), makes the home-based study system possible

,andilelps.avbid the neet travel to a school.

-The -second feature ,i RSM's use of radio is programming.
)

An active

,

type of learning is encouraged so that the student makes active responses to

each program segment (of Math, economics, Spanish, etc.) and responds in

writing on his or her worksheets. In addition, the student has short periods

between broadcast segments to spend on the written assignment which s/he

°must complete-for the teacher each week. Moreover, the pace of learning is

partly enforced by the amount of time that programs allow students to respOnd

both during and between segments.

A third element.of the radio is that RSM not only has instructional.
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programs on primary school subjects but two other broadcast components

35

that contribute to the audience's education. First, there are a series of

"nonformal peograms on topicsofinterest to adults, includingreligious

and famlly=related topics, health and agriculture. Second, the daily news

information forms an important_ part of the adult's "informal" education,

providing,him or her with local news (about social and political events as

well as weather and market information) and news of the nation and the world.

This means that through the 'same radio, the student will be exposed to a

varied but related set of stimuli touching on instractiOn, information,

culture and recreation. The RSM-radio station, then, acts as an "educe-,

tional" center.in a much broader sense than is usually the case with a

chool (White, 1976).

. The Feedback and Evaluation Systems.

Feedback and evaluation are common words in the plani-of many

adult education projects, especially those employing some form of technology

and distance teaching. Essentially they are organized ways of gathering

information for managing and assessing projects. Feedback and evaluation

are often used interchangeably, but let us draw several disUnctions. What

we mean by feedback in this discussion is limited to the organized way of

gathering and exchanging information among the various members of the adult,

education project. Ordinarily, it encompasses information on how the project

is operating' at the individual or group level, and provides management

information for improving operations. But it also may gather information

about the effectiveness of learning, the adequacy of the message or some R

specific problem in the students' or teachers' activities. Feedback
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.

generally refers to information gathered for immediate action for improving

some instructional or operational aspect of the proWct. valuation usually

refers to information gathering that looks to a sz-mewhat conger term

assessment of the project's success or failure.-

There are a number of problems with implementing the systems of

feedback and evaluation that. have been proposed fcr adult education

project. But let t mention only three. The basic problem is one of

understanding. Many projects simply do not understand what information to.

gather and so never bother making the system work. A second problem, now

more common bibt no less acute, is that many projects set up elaborate-and

time - consuming information systems but makeclittle or no use of the infor7

nation that is gathered. A final problem is that feedback is seen as a

one-way system to monitor what is going on but not as a two-way
. -

cation system for project managers and workers to bein touch with the

'target audience. Let us examine our four projects in the light of their

planned and /or operational feedback and evaluation systems.

The RSC's of Tanzania have employed the common. feedback procedures
-

of. weekly written reports (by a secretary of the group) with information

about numbers and kinds of participants, questions about procedures and

questions about substantive matters. A final, summative evaluation (especi-

ally during the last two campaigns) was based partly on the feedback infor-

mation and partly on separate surveys and village-level obseivations. There

are several serious problems with the Tanzanian system,,the first being a

structural one. Since campaigns are usually only ten to twelve.weekg in

duration, feedback has no chance to influence the nature of the printed

and. radio messages which are usually completed before the campaign begins.

40
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Secondly, the relatively slow process of gathering weekly information and

piocessing it for some decision/action means that the most urgent management

_decisions (e.g., material not arriving to go with broadcasts) would have to

be communicated by face-to-face or telephone messages if the problem is

0

to be remedied in time. Third, the campaign structure is not one to provide

genuine dialogue between center and periphery since the objectives are clear

and narrowly defined beforehand for achievement in a relatively short period,

of intense activity.

In order to overcome the centralized nature of the campaign,

Tanzania tried to decentralize the evaluation of the 1975 campaign (Matiko,

1976). Thus ward, district and village were to generate reports on number's'

of participants, discussion, learning and subsequent actions. In A country

the eize.of Tanzania with the approximately 2,000,000 participants in 1975,

one wonders how evaluators could monitor the qualityofthe data gathered

.ATV

and whether some reasonable sampling scheme was - followed so as not, to be

overwhelmed with information from most of'the 75,000, discussion groups. A

final evaluation uestion that the Tanzania case does not make clear in its

kocuients (Half. and. Dodds, 1974; Matiko, 7976) is how the evaluation and

feedback information affects the nature of the.subsequent campaign.

The OSTV feedback system is distinct from that for evaluation. All

animators (in previous years only sample of them) are Basked to complete

and send-back each week a feedback retrt with data on attendance, discussioas

and audiencefquestions_Old special interests. Space for remarks often elicit

lengthy comments from/the animators. In-addition, animators and listening

groups-send a fair amount Of unsolicited mail to OSTV with comments,

questidns and-re4uestL The advantage that OSTV has over the Tanzanian case

41
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is simply that there is a permanent institution which can react to its

audience'over a longer period of time than the brief campaign period

encompasses. Feedback questions are answered in two ways, either in written

form in a quarterly booklet or sometimes a TV broadcast is devoted to

questions touching a broad section of the audience. Though-feedback is

given to the audience, audience or animators' reactions have not influenced

tit& OSTV programming.

The evaluation of OSTV is carried on by the Evaluation Unit of the

Ministry for Primary and TV Ed4cation. This work concerns impact, process

and cost-benefit evaluation. A mixed group of local and foreign researchers

carries on.studies of the impact of ETV in formal - primary. schools and

OSTV groups, as well as studies of management and technical evaluation.

The feedback system of the RSM project in the Dominican Republic is

unique among the four cases because it is incorporated into the vital

functioning of the system. The student interacts on a weekly basis with

the teacher, receives-feedback cn his/her homework, receives next week's

supply of_worksheets and pa the teacher for. these. Without this inter-

change, the student does not get the wo s and cannot really follow the

class without them and the teacher does not get paid and cannot send a portion

of the money to RSM headquarters. In turn, the teachers send weekly reports

and money to the RSM production center, and it is in the light of reported

enrollments week by week that new worksheets are printed and.sent out. Any

ailure.of the teacher to send reports or paymehts to headquarters. for any

length of time will evoke a visit from one of the six field supervisors. A .

monthly newpletter'to teachers keeps them informed from the RSM project

_directors. The system' is a highly interdependent one and informatiOn
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essential to keep itnning. It has an unus al system of checks and

balances. For example, since the student pay§ each week for the services

of the teacher, s/he will quickly notify project supervisors ifthe teacher

fails to do his/her duty.s Or if the t' ...her does not keep in weekly

contact With headquarters, s/he will not receive worksheets-fOr- the

students.

Evaluation as a longer term endeavor has not been part of the RSM

project until recently. White (1976, 1977) was asked by Unesco to make a

sumilative evaluation of the project, attempting some cost and effectiveness

measures. This was carried out in 1975-1976 and'results seem favorable to

RSM in comparison with the traditional adult educational system. It is not

clear to what extent RSM itself will be able or interested in using that

information for any internal changes.

The BRE of Guatemala haS just begun to operate, and it is not clear

how the different feedback mechanisms proposed there will actually operate.

What does seem clear structurally, however; is the two levels of management.

The headquarters for the secretariat,of BRE is in Guatemala City at a

distance from the highlands where the work is to be focused. The regional

officein Quetzaltenango is to be the, operational headquarters. Feedback

of a'managerial kind (delivery of materials, monitors not appearing SFr

discussions, etc.) will be received and reacted to at the departmental or

regional level. Information about content, message format of effectiveness

will be channeled to. Guatemala City. where the software production is

centered. The number and ratio of supervisors to monitors may permit, at.

. least at the early stage, a good deal of regular face -to -face communication.

This may later have to be systematized into a more mechanical, written form.

The longeriterm evaluation questions !are being posed 'by the evaluation and
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research unit in BEE headquarters in Guatemala, City. We cannot predict,

at'thitzpoint, whether evaluation information will be.regular collected

or, indeed, if collected, it can serve any real need for project management '

or change.

6. Effects and Impact.

Suchman (1967) in his treatment of evaluation speaks of five

categories or levels of evaluation: effort, effect, adequacy, efficiency

' and process." The first, effort, deals with what was actually done in a..

project, the number of people reached by the intervention; effect refers to

whether the intervention produced any change in the target population;

adequacy refers to the proportion of the population affected; efficiency

refers to the relative effectiveness to the costs of the intervention in
N.

comparison with alternative measures; process refers to the study of various

intervening elements that affect the outcome of the prloject.

If we were to apply tlieese levels of evaluation to the four adult

_:education projects we.are reviewing here, we would find that all had fallen

short in being able to measure effects (shorter term Outcomes) and impact

(larger term outcomes). There are several reasons. First, nonformal

education is often difficult to measure even under ideal conditions, .

because goals are vague-and objectives are multiple. Second, the difficult

coditions of rural areas and the. dispersion of the projects often make

careful evaluation expensive and difficult. Third, many adult education

projects do not see the benefits in evaluation, fol.' their constituencies.

We shall now review briefly what information on impact is available from

-three of our four projects. (Guatemala has no impact data since it is only

beginning.)

-4 4
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Effort: Most projects collect effort figures simply because this is

the most common political justification for continuation of the interven-

stion. Often these figures are inflated or pure fiction.* In the cases

treated here we have fairly reliable figures. Table 1 summarizes some

,

effort figures for the, three projects for which we have statistics. Tanzania's

ucampaigns built upgradually from 1969, reaching an estimated 2,000,000

participants or about 25-30 percent of the rural adult population in 1973'and

again in 1975. How'reli«cle are these figures and what do they tell us?

The number of groups for'which leaders were trained and booklets were

provided seems fairly clear. Estimates of how much these groups met as well.

as ayerage attendance are harder to ascertain, though again even a 20 percent

margin of error could not reduce the total participants below. 1,000,000. It

is clear from such figures that Tanzania has succeeded in mobilikingia large.

number of rural adults to listen and act on messages created by the government.

This conclusion is independent of questions of other effects to be 'consi4lred

below.

OSTV of the Ivory Coast is Oita, different from Tanzania and cannot

be directly compared. First, items an'-ongoing adult information program

with programming continuing over about nine months of each year, not two or

three months every other year'as in Tanzania. Second, it uses TV schools

*Th*re is an illustrative anecdote about Such a political ploy. A newspaper
in a certain country published an article one day accusing theMinistry of
Education of only creating 400 literates during the past year in the

whole country. The next day,' in reply to the charge; the Minister gave the

newspaper figures of over 100,000, counting, among others, one project with

30,000 new literates when it did not even teach literacy, and project

with equally impressive figures when the latter project had not.evin begun

operations. The sad end to the humorous story is'that the newspaper did not

investigate or challenge these figures!



TABLE 1

.

SOME FIGURES FOR THE IVORY COAST, TANZANIA,
-' AND DOMINICAN REPUBLIC PROJECTS

Ivory Coast Out-of School Television

Average Number Average Number.
Total No. TV Schools Participants shTarget

Year .- TV' Schools With Animation Per OSTV Session
. Population*.

1973 I- 700
0

35
. 2,520

1973-74 950 132-160 13,090
. 5.0%

1974 -75 1,152 65-468 16,024: 5.0%
1975-76 1,481

1 81-566 15,725 3.3%
1976-77 1,652

- - - - -,---

*Target population with access to TV school: 319,280 in 1974-75; 471,720 in197576.-

**Data not yet available.

(Sources: Fritz, 1976; Lenglet, forthcoming)

Tanzania Radio. Study ampai9ns

Year
Numbeof
Groups

Number of
Participants

of Adult Pupulation
.(4 7 million)

1969 60 1,200*
1970 150 3,000*
1971 1,600 20,000 0.3%
1973 75,000 2,000,000. 30 %
1975 75,000 1,500,000 25 - 30 %

*If average number of participants per listening group= 20.

(Sources: Halland 'Dodds, 1974; Matiko, 1976)

Dominican Republic Radio SantaMaria Equivalency Schools

Enrollment Regular
Year Grades Enrollment Promotion Adult Education

1971-72 2-6 12,238 5,813
1972-73 1-8 22,375 13,915
1973 -74 '3-8 20,171 10,476
1974-75' 3-8 20,109, 11,936 40,000 (urban. popO

(Source: White, 1976)
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as discussion group points in rural areas and these are not accessible to

more than a proportionof the adult popilation. Third, because of problems

with getting. teachers to volunteer extra time to be animators (outlined

above in section 3,) many, rural schools are not even opened for

. .

disCussion groups, thus. limiting even more the potential audience. The

availability of some radios on a wide scale-in rural Tanzania_means that

the potential- listening audiende is also greater. Although the figures

t in Table 1 do not indicate this, there is a notable fall otiin attendance

in OSTV discussion groups both from the beginning to the end of each,program

year (October-June) and over time since its full scale operation'in 1974.

.

Even though more ETV schools are opened each year more teachers do

volunteer to be animators, the average attendance has'not risen, indicating

1

a decline in average group size and in the number of regular listening

groups (cfr, Fritz, 1976; Lenglet, forthcoming).

The RSM schools in the Dominican Republic indicate a rapid growth in

enrollment over the first four years of the project life. We have also

noted (from White, 1976) that RSM schools had reached nearly every section

of the country's rural areas by late 1975. Comparison with the' regular

adult schools is not very meaningful since RSM and the traditional adult

schools serve different constituencies, the former being 80 percent rural

and, the latter wholly confined to urban areas. In .the case of RSM the'

figures are very reliable. The steady numbeeof around 20,000 students

enrolled for the last three years (1972-1975) may mean that this is the

maximum number one can expect for the 15-22 year age group from which RSM

largely draws. One could also argue that the number could rise as RSM

expands to more groups wanting a primary (6th grade) or intermediate (8th

grade) degree. Conversely, one might argue that the number will decline
O
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as RSM skims the cream from rural youth and these migrate to the city,

leaving a larger. but less motivated group behind. One might also add that

RSM nuMberS-might decline as complete rural primary and intermediate schools

are built and rural students stay'in traditional schools longer.

Effect: Suchman asks about whether. anychange occurred with his

question about effect. This, could include both intended.and unintended-
,

results. This level of evaluation becomes more difficult than merely

-counting numbers, of participants since change must be measured somehow in_

a valid and relialal.e...Rlandf<nd in a sample that may provide the basis for

generalizing to the entire participant group.
.4.6141\

Tanzania conducteda considerable evaluation effort on varAous

effects in the 1973 campaign (Hall and Dodds, 1974; Hall, 1973). 'Reading

the reports closely and considering the vast size of both the country and

the population to be sampled, we must say that results are both as goodlas

could be expected and not as much as one would want.. Keeping in mind the

main-finding that about 1-2 million adults participated, we can examine

-both learning effects and actions performed as rough estimates of impact.

Hall and Dodds (1974) report an 11 percent gaintscore on a learning test.

Though a .significant gain statistically, we cannot be 'aura of the relia-

bility of either instrument or its ap?lication and thus' with a gain of this

size we could attribute some or all oT,this to error.' On
/
dalth actions

following from the discussions, we perhaps are on someW'nat irmer ground.

Superyisors' reports, for eximple, showed that 20 percent of the groups

visited by them engaged in building or repairing latrines. Twenty-eight

percent cleaned their compounds and surroundings, 19 percent destroyed
d.

containers of stagnant water, 12 percent boiled and/or-filtered water,.e c.

48
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In 1975 the nutrition campaign attempted to decentraliie the evaluation

effort. Only general guidelines were provided to different regions and

districts, and data gathering was e.couraged at the most local level. The

problems of reliability are enormous in such an approach, but the trade-off

may be a greater participation in the evaluation by local people for whom

the information may be of greater immediate benefit than a more centralized

effort'.

The Ivory Coast's OSTV has not yet published results.of impact

stddieS on the entire program, but a study of a single series on water .

(Lenglet, 1976b) has produced some results that one may consider as indica-

tive of longer term impact for the project as a whole. For example, the

national sales of water 'filters showed,a significant increase during and

after-the series. A visit to'a sample of 23 villages (Grant and S&ya, 1976)

indicated that .a number of actions had been taken concerning water. In

hislollow-up study of the water series, Lehglet found that of 235 villages,

18 villages had constructed or repaired their well and that 36 were,in the

process of an.action of this kind. In a sample of villages, Lenglet found

indications from individuals interviewed that not only actions but some

'learning had taken place as well. About half knew what the water filter,

boiling water and the latrine were used for. In a related study, about

80 percent of a sample (Lenglet, 1976a) received a score of at least 6 out

of 10 correct answers on a test of knowledge about'a map of the Ivory

Coast-used in the water series. There are a number of methodological

questions'one could pose concerning the reliability'of the findings and

their generalizability; but the weight ofthe various sources of evidence

indicates not onlythat people-watched OSTV but Seemed to learn.and be

motivated to acton the suggestions. r9
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The main results of White's study, (1976) is.e! comparison of learning

results on a common test of students from RSM and the traditienal adult

education. He.concludes: ". . that where the field teachers of RSM

were functioning at an adequate level, the median examination scores of4--

RSM students at both sixth and eighth grade levels were higher in all

subjects than similar students in NB system with conventional methods.

In the district where the field teachers of RSM were notably weak, the

median scores .of RSM students at the sixth 9rade level were about the same'

as students in the system with Conventional methods, but RSM students at

the eighth grade 3cTrel in their district had lower median scores in all but

one subject."

Adequacy, Efficiency and Process: As we ascend the scale of

evaluation studies, it becomes more difficult to ansLer certain questions.

The magnitude of effect, for example, is hard to measure in anything but

gross ways. Mnzania reached about 25-30 percent of its adult,

in the'last two campaigns, but how much the campaigns affected the learning

or activities of these people over the ten to twelve weeks of the campaign

and in what aspects are life ways-chahged as a result is very difficult to

tell. Hall and Dodds (1974) do quote costs, and their figures are so low

(especially for radio and print costs) that it is difficult to imagine a'

more efficient alternative operation. The process evaluation is something

that Hall (1973) has attempted but little more than anecdotal data are

available. This case study approach, however, has provided some recommen-

dations thaLt should have helped to improve the subsequent campaign of 1975.'_

03TV of the Iyory Coast reaches.. less than one percent of the total

.rural adult population and only about 3-5 percent of thepopulatioh with
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access to TV schools. Is this adequate? Certainly not if we examine the

goals, of OSTV. The extent of impact ,in terms of learning and action is-also

*

unknown as we do not know to what extent OSTV is effective even if we had a

Letter .idea of costs (Klees, forthcoming). Concerning process, OSTV is

considerably better off. There have been several case studies (Grant, 1976; ,

Benveniste, 2976;-Grant and Seya, 1976) that have documented the process and

problems that OSTV has encountered at the village level. There are a

number of concrete process items that are suggestiim'of_how OSTV_operates

among the clientele that makes effort and effect data more interpretable

tfor project managers.

The. RSM project in the Dominican Republic has little or no adequacy

in ormation, although the increase in' the pass rates of students from 1973 to

1975
t
y indicate a better functioning system. The costs of RSM have been

gathered, by White (1976) and some comparisons made with traditional adult

education Cost figures are favorable to. RSM and even more so were we to

extrapolate to a larger population. Relatively little information exists on

how-RSM functions, and therefore little can be concluded about the process.
\,

7. Constraints.

Constraihts are barriers to the adult education systems in

.achieving their goals. Some of these.constraints are external to the ,syste

and are not directly under the control of project decision,makers. Others

are internal to the systems and may or may not be under a decision maker's.

control. It is part of our task. to touch upon these. constraints And to .

give some estimate of how serious they are and how or whether they might. be

overcome,.
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a. External Constraints..

These may. be summarized as structural constraints,

ideological constraints, political supplort or leadership constraints and

constraints of institutional permanency, It would be too long to detail

each of them with regard to each project under review, but let us give a

general notion of how each relates to adult education and specifically-the

applicability to our four projects..

Adult education destined for rural areas is often faced with the

unrealistic task of changing the structures of rural poverty (Coombs and

Ahmed, 1974). Often improvements in the "quality of life" are substituted,

as a more palatable 'formulation. Yet rural adult education must face the

issue of its relevince to themost pressing problems of survival for rural

adults. Insofar as the goals of projects are directly foauSed on the

larger questions of rural transfoxmation, these projects must face the

problems of the social and'economi:: structures that underlie the situation.

A single manifestation of the problem could be highlighted for all four

projects in the question of'who participates in and benefits from the adult

education classes. There is evidence in the Ivory Coast, Guatemala, the-

Dominican Republic and even in Tanza,Aai the only avowedly socialist country

.of the grOtilh that social structures at the village level affect who attends

the meetings or-classes, what direction discussions take, what kindof

follow -up action is 'possible and what changes are implemented. When local

elites tend to be interested, the program will best serve their interests,

but if only the marginal people participate, learning results may not be'

imnediately applicable because resources are lacking and the maini effect of

learning on the young is to encourage them to. leave the rural areas
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(Schlelkes de Sotelo, 1977).,

When. adult education projects advocate structural change for rural

arm, they ere considered to be ideological-and political by power

holders, even though all education has an ideological aspect whether obange or

status -quo in its orientation. Tanzania's campaigns have a clear political

and ideological-purpose in their mass mobilization efforts (Vermillion, 1975).

Radio Santa Maria, as a privately operated project; has to be more careful_

of its expressed ideology lest government disfavor close down its radio

station or withdraw official recognition of their degrees. Despite these

constraints,RSM,does avow an official po.sition in solidarity withthe

campesino and in favor of social change. The Ivory Coast OSTV programa

do not question the existing power system -and socio- economic stratification-
,

but rather as an animation rurale project explains the development plans of

the government to the peasants (Elliot, 1974; - Moulton, 1977). Finally, BRE
_ .

in Guatemala as a government project does not attempt to challenge-existing

structures in the highlands area, oppressive as those structures may be.

A third important. external constraint for adult education is the.

lack of political support or.the lack of significant leadership within the

project to generate, that support. Tanzania again demonstrates the positive

case. President Nyerere,himself'has openly placed high priority on the

'development of .rural areas, and the RSC's are a chosen means for accomplishing

this prioritY.. RSM in the Dominican Republic, on the other hand, is a

project in private hands, but through theCapable-leadership of the director

the radiophonic schools.havenot only functioned quite efficiently, but have

also gained the-official recognition and suppokt of the goVernment.OSTV in

the'Ivory Coast, by Contrast, represents only a low. priority on the government's
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education agenda, of whichlits chronic budget problems are only a.manifes-

tation. Guatemala, however; has-at least verbally placed a high priority

on its nonformal education project. The many problems thaIhave delayed

its beginnirigare only partly explained bylthe earthquake of February, 1976

and the fact that it lost an early advocate when one of the people who
,

Aoriginated the idea of BRE left his government job. The number of setbacks

are only symptomatic of an unwillingness and/or inability of the government

to place 'a' real priority or. BRE's success.

Finally, all nonformal adult education projects face the problem of

institutionalization. Unlike formal education which has thousands of

teachers, school buildings and a largautomatic budget earth year, nonforma

projects are often of an experimental nature ready to disappear.the first

time there is -a -- budget squeeze. Or else adult education is the poor cousin

of education ministries, existing on a regular budget within the bureau-

cracy but often one so small as to be ridiculous,

Tanzania has put a priority-on-adult education and has recently

upgraded the Institute ofAdUlt Education to the status of an independent

government agencyAnO longer a part of the university). We suspect that

the Institute will retain a permanent and growing place in the Tanzanian

goyernthint, but how the radio campaigns, will evolve will depend on &number

of factors; RSM,in the Dominican, Ropublic has put down sturdy roots at

present, but its, institutional permEnency is more dependenton, social

-
. .

circumstances. than that of Tanzania, for example. Continued good relations

between RSM and the wyernment may depend on whetherithe conflictS:of
o

cainpesinos over land holdings, flair up or not and the degree theitSM.,,wOUid:

beccime_involved,---RSM may experience problems were its director to leave

4
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project for anx reason. OSTV of the Ivory Coast recently had its position

somewhat reinforced, by a governmentl-decree saying that-it was responsible

for all_education via mass media in the rural area. Nevertheless, there

has been a long history.of discussion over the precise division of respon-
,

sibilities,for three areas in which OSTV worked: broadcasting (shared by an

agency of the planning ministry) and education. Any redefinition of

Aresponsibility in one or more of these areas could very much affect the

future structure of OSTV. Guatemala has tried to create a genuine inter-
-

mi 'sterial agency for its nonformal educatiop,Jbut it is 'not clear at

present whether this was a good idea, given the problems BRE has faced.

MOreover, the recent creation of a larger nonformal education sector

',Within the Ministry ofEducation does not seem to bode well for the permanent.
a

/.!institutionalizatibn of BRE.

. Internal Constraints.

The internal limitations refe'r to those problems with the
I

functioning of the Project that we have referred to above under the differentI

..components o>f the system like objectives, organization, reception, and

feedback; We shall brieflyte-fer to several others that Oftenpresent'

.problems to projects: financing, training, content, reception and followup.

Internal constraints often seem tolbemore under the control of

project managers than the external ones referred to above, yet the evaluation

of media based,edUcation projects'often demonstrates the severe limitations

that internal aelibwell as external factors place on'their impact (Spain,
.

.1.1

Jamison and McAnany, 1977; Jamison and McAnany, in press)
.;..

Tanzania, Guatemala and the Ivory Coast all finance the operational

\C_J3partof thei ' dult education project through government budgets, yet each
-
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does depend for.some financing (either for equipment, technical z.ssistance,

etc.) on international or bilateral funding. RSM in the Dominican Republic

is self - financing, for most of its operations but does depend on international

funding for Capital equi t. In. one sense, RSM is in a better position

because it does not depend n a government budget each year for survival.

Tanzania has given the udget priority to rural adult educatioa and has,.
4

consegudhtly, the strongest institution and the best chance of survival.

Many media-based projects have suffeted from lack of.trained people

at their inception, both in technical, hardware as well as softwate areas.

Some put off training until after the project -has begun, depending at the

beginning on foreign technical assitance or else simply de nding on, the

good will and enthusiasm of their untrained staff. In our cases, much of,

the training of local people has.taken place on the job or in short study

visits outside the country. Tanzania began with more outside technical

assistance, but now after almost nine years of experience with campaigns,

there is an almost entirely trained local staff. OSTV in the Ivory Coast,

again, began with a number of French filmmakers and other foreign technical

assistants working in the project Gradually, Ivorians haVe been trained

but still there are a number of leading positions filled by foreigners.

RSM had been operating some years before turning to the radiophonic schools

in their present form. Although local people ran the operation'from the

beginning; .they did benefit from the experience of Radio ECCA in the Canary

Islands and could call upon some of the trained manpower from the Jesuits.
..

Who helped run RSM. Guatemala is only beginning its BRE project. It still

has some foreign technical assistants, although local people with some

training and experience now predominate. A large agricultural radio
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experiment that has operated in Guatemala for some years should provide

backup in the radio production area.

One much neglected area in adult education is that of content,

curriculum development and instructional design, Of all the projects, RSM

of the Dominica Republic has done the most to develop content and an

instructional system that will insure the achievement of their learning

objectives. In the other three projects, there seems to be. less emphasis

on them perhaps becauie it is assumed that the monitor in the group

discussion will "teach" what was presented on the radio or television.

There are'two additional problems with reaching rural adults with instruction.

First, it is difficult to present material that is relevant for the entire

mass audience reached by the media. Second, the materials may often be,

presented at a time when the lesson cannot'be applied (e.g., advice on

seeds in the middle of an agricultural cycle): We do not find in Tanzania,

the Ivory Coast or Guatemala a sufficient awareness of curriculum development

and instructional design nor a careful measure of the learning effects of

the classes.

Although we haye alluded to selection of monitors and recruitment

of audiences and some of the attendant probleMs, we should look at the

constraints in the reception phase of our four projects. We will focus on

only one limitation here, but one affecting most projects of this kind,

audience motivation. RSM in the Dominican Republic has Leen able to tap

into a fairly strong motivation of rural youth to finish their primary

dhool, often in order to moveto the city and get a, job (White, 1876).

o
Tanzania has the advantage of getting people's participation for only a

short time, 10-12 weeks over a year to 18 months' period. In the last
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,

camOaigu.in 1975, however, adult literacy classes were recruited as part of

a "C4Ptive" audience, but preliminary results showed that these Participants

tnot to bewere. counted on once literacy exams marked the end of classes,

even though the campaign continued (Matiko, 1976).. During the-last campaign,

there were two other campaigns competing for-pecige's attention which may

in partib ipation.have caused a falloff We need to follow future campaig

carefullY to see whether the high level Of participation noted in previous

campeign0 continues, or whether there will be a decline of interest.

We have already noted that from OSTV feedback figures,,absolute

attendance did not increase during 1975-76 despite expansion of TV schools
,of

persons toand There are a number of constraints thatanimate sessiona.

Benveniste,bee0have level te.g-,observed at the local 1976) but one

that seolle worth special mention is the animator's role in recruiting and

keeping a listening group. If the animator it both motivated and trained

to work with rural adults, this would help the level of audience participation.

GuateMals' s BRE is only beginning its operations but much the same problem of

motivation exists. The question will be
.

whether the content and the

azion of sufficient interest' toorganiiz its presentation will be of suffici rural

adults to keep them attending sessions.riiOnth after month.

classes

,,,
.

are crucial to- continuedactionsFoalow-up - -., Ons of adPli

success. The media. can often. arouse but cannot themselves provide resources

to carry out change. President Nyerere of Tanzania is aware of this_

change they want,people who have been aroused, ".he says, "cannot get the

Or a substitute for it which is acceptable to them, they will become dis-

contented'-if not hostile - "towards whatever authority they Yeciard' as respon-

sible -for the failure (quoted in Matiko, 1976). As nonformal education
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moves closer to teaching applied ills for rural adults, the importance of

resources and technical assistance-from field agents becomes crucial. For

formal education,like. that of RSM in the Dominican Republic, format degree

requirements for jobs is the external motivation and the "payoff" for students.

In the other cases, the same does not hold. As Tanzania has moved to action

campaigns in 1973 and 1975, infrastructure and resources are increasingly

needed (such as simple tools like shovels and picks to dig latrines in 1973).

Since Tanzania does not have many resources to spend on such actions, the

campaigns will have to focus on those actions that are more information than

resource-based.

OSTV has both a resource and coordination problem. It works with a

number of client ministries (e.g., health, agriculture) and state agenciesa

(e.g., coffee and cocoa, animal husbandry, cooperatives). Until now, these

cooperating institutions have not gotten their field agents to participate-in

the group discussions nor in technical follow-up.activity. Primary school

teacher animators are neither willing nor able to promote most followup.

. Guatemala's BRE has attempted to coordinate the field agents from the agencies

participating in the Junta running the project, but limitation of both
. _

technical field people as well as physical resources means that neither

content presentation nor follow -up activity is possible in many villages.
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CONCLUSION
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The purpose of this paper was to present four current adult rural

education projects that involVe the use Of mass.communication technology..

As.an important assumption any examination of the actual operations; we

proposed that projects of this kind serve purpakes of the state and that

their ultimate possibility must be evaluated in terms of how they serve to

improve the work skills, income and quality of life of their rural adult

clientele. Then, Na co parative review of the functioning of the four ,

projects was undertaken in the light of several years of operation and some

published and unpublished evaluations.

Looking at internal effectiveness alone, the four cases presented

here can be classified in terms of the proportion of their target group

reached and the impact of the programs on their audience.

The most "successful" is certainly the RSM in the Dominican Republic /

which has reached the level of maximum enrollment and through which almost

half of those enrolled receive their certificate.

The'second place is occupied by the Tanzanian RSC's. We have seen

that a large proportion of the rural adult population, participates in the

radio study groups, whether a radio receiver is available'or hot. And there

is evidence that in the first "political education" campaigns, large numbers

of participants were mobilized for the independence anniversary celebrations

and the national elections. For the last two campaigns, in a 14rge number of

occasions the acquisition of.knoWiedge and successful implementation have

been recorded..

The record of the Ivorian OSTV shows a decline of animator and

participant activity over the last °three years of its operation.. Some of
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the reasons for this phenomenon have been analyzed above. Evaluation

studies demonstrate knowledge and action impact though there are indications

that this could be much larger under proper-circumstances.

The duatemalan BRE is still in its pre-operational stages, and

therefore it.is too early to talk about success or failurs in terms of

eggqrtA114.#1.P.ACt

Internal effectiveness is a.very limited measure of a project's

success or its function.. In the Irtroduction we have stated that in the

final analysis education, information and .coMmunication prOjects must be

studied from the perspective of,state intervention, especially in the

"traditional" rural areas. In this respect the external effectiveness of

the four cases presented seems to be more important than the internal

effectiveness. It must be recognized that these projects have effects. over

and above the internal impact. They are indirectly addressed at other
.

social groups, and they are supposed to attain other han the immediate

educational or informational objectives.

As noted before, Tanzania pursues a well developed explicit develop-

ment strategy for which the ideological mobilization of the population is but

one of the pre-conditions. The RSC's are just one of the mechanisms in

this national mobilization effort. They, do not only reach the large number

of study group participants but they also involve. the mobilization and,.

activity of other social'institutions: the political party,, the university,

'

ministries and development agencies, local teachers, etc. As these groups

are (periodically) involved in-national mobilization activities, so are other

groups at different times when their cooperation is requested for other

mobilization campaigns. Therefore, it can be concluded that apart from the

.

61
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immediate goals of providing the rural population with more-knowledge and

certain tools to improve their welfare and to have them become a viable

element in the national development process, the RSC's also serve other

purposes:- creating a permanent state of ideological awareness and mobiliza-

to combat the causes of underdevelopment. Together with the manifold

state interventions, especially in the rural areas, the RSC's form one of the

means through which the state influences and transforms the socio-political.

economy of the country in accordance with the requirements of the domestic

and international political and economic power relations.

The attendance figures given for the Ivorian OSTV do not include, the

large numbers of people who watch the "TV iOr Everybody" programs, broadcast

over the national TV network, in private homes. Thus, though only a small
140

proportion of the primary target group of rural adults viirea.'dlied,` bthv
could have secondary effects in that the urban population, and in particular

the higher income groups among them, are confronted with issues relating to

government policies of rural development. They are also informedabout the

activities of the state development companies (who sponsor many of the.TV

programs) who, thus, instead of commercial advertising can "sell" their

,

policies. Given the fact that theIvorian development strategy is based on

an economic and social transformation (in the capitalistic sense) of the
?.

rural areas,, and that this is, much more advanced by politico - economic decisions,

than by small-scale educational projects', we may judge that the OSTV's-
-

indirect political effect is even more important than its direct educational
.

effect. The reality its which the OSTV operates gives more weight to its

ideological function: confronting the urban elite with the government's good

intentions for the rural masses. On the other hand the OSTV--though limited

. ,
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in its impact--could have another ideological function in that it provides

the state with an extra communication channel to the 1.ural areas, and thus it

could facilitate state interventions. Because we do not yet have sufficient

information about the composition of the OSTV audience, we cannot speculate

about whether the OSTV programs are more beneficial for one-socio-economic

group than for others (see Lenglet, forthcoming).

Radio Santa Maria's external effectscould be rather negative, even

,for the immediate participants. The certificate received by the successful

participants may be considered as a passport to the city. On the one hand

this increases the likelihood of a rural exodus, thus draining the rural

__,-areas of their more able and energetic elements, and creating a rural

population with less resistance and/or adaptive ability to exploitation or

rural transformation.'' On the other hand, the successful radio students who

,migrate to the city could swell the mass of urban people looking for a

limited number of jobs, ..thus increasing the number of jobj.ess and consequently

putting a downward pressure on urban wages. Though this latter effect might

be beneficial to domestic and foreign investors and to the position of the

national economy in the, world market, it, certainly has disastrous conse7

guences for the welfare of the urban masses.

..
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